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I confinm the receipt of your code advertisagent concerning Report No.
9/59. The general security situation recntl ") s steadily become more--------
acute. Because of the defection of the Cze attache-thehbad~ of the
military intelligence service here, Genera)A ACZEa is being replaced and
moreover special security measures are beip introduced within the secret (-C .
service apparatus. In the beginni of J uary 1960, a trial of MONAT was
carried out in the district military cou in Warsaw as a result of which

MONAT was condemned to deathfqi' desertion and high treason. In the -)
immediate future, his relative'who a short time previously was the Polish koi0i 4N
Consul here (NOTE: Ludvi ilNIARSKI relative of MONAT's wife) and who had- '
served as a witness oerorethe military court, will be arrested himself and

S(~ brought before the military court. Because of great pressure from ZAMBfDWSKI
who, remarkably enough, Was supported on the quiet by ZAWADSKI,-the announce-
ment of the trial of MONAT has not yet taken place. They wanted to avoid an
anti-semitic wave. The KGB unexpectedly approved this with the assertion:
that it would even be better if the matter were publicized after the execution
of the sentence. The KGB has fully taken over the task of liquidating MONAT -
and has set various methods in motion. ~ The case against BREN is being ' [t
zealously prepared. They have almost completely broken BRtN by showing him
that the places where he was allegedly in your imprisonment were invented
and that his descriptions do not fit the way the places actually are. They
undertook through the KGB, through special officers of 0-II and through the
Chinese intelligence service, an exact check on BRINts statements which
has proved even more the falsity of BRYN's statements. In connection with
the cases of MONAT, BRYN and the.:Czech attache, preparations are being made
here and in Poland to remove a,1 Jews from the intelligence services (GND).

V ' Thus, in the immediate futue'& about 30 Jews from Department I will .be dis-
missed under various excuse's. In 0-II the "purging" action has been almost
completed. (There are still two Jews left.) In the military CE (WSW) which
I will refer to in'theAi e by the code name "WESWAR, the purge is in full
swing. In those secufity actions in the military field a leading role is
being played by the 4'epresen j 'he Soviet military intelligence
General SER0VT Co4F AMUSOW, mo as acvive as the liaison officer to 0-11.
The great activf byri~haXtB is increasing here as well as in Warsaw under
the direction og the new KGB CE representative (KGB Abwehr Vertreter),
neneral SZWYRKOV. The pressure for a total tightening up (Abdichtung)
of the secret service connected with a general atmosphere of mistrust has
increased up to the level of the ttgoodt BERIA times. /,The Stalinists in
Poland are attempting as a new goal on a political basis to remove the
"revisionist leader" ZAMBi0SKI from the Politburo after MORAWSKI has already
been removed. This is taking place in connection with the political destruc--
tion of the PAX group under KGB pressure. It has alrea been decided to
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transfer General HUEBNER from the Ministry of the Interior to Rumania as
inister and to replace General KOMA As head of the security troops (KBW).

After the recall of the Yugoslav military attache from Warsaw, his contacts,
some of them from the PAX group, are being actively worked on by Department
II and the arrests of several of them are being prepared. A new blow is being
prepared against the Israeli Legation which is under the most strict observa-
tion by Department II. As learned from the circles around General MOCZAS,, a
military tension with Israeli will be initiated through the Arab Republics in
the near future. This military thrust is being inspired and prepared by the
KGB and GWJ (Mil. ND) especially in Cairo through the residents as well as
through the channels of the Soviet residentura in Ankara (Col. PONOMXARV).
Soviet intelligence officers (SU-ND-Stellen) in Tbilisi are' preparing
diversionary activity against Israel in two Arab republics. The forthcoming
nagricultural"I conference in Moscow of the chiefs of the Communist and Workers
parties of the Eastern states has above all the goal of getting rid of the
friction between the Satellite states, to clarify the problem of TITO anew
and to force the secret services of the states under closer control of the
Soviet intelligence service (SU-GND). In connection with the Summit Conference,
there will also be discussion of the problem of China because of the fact of
ideological differences between Peking and Moscow. Despite an explicit invita-

"'. tion by KHEJSHCHEV for China to send at least observers to the conference, MAO
has flatly turned him down. During the discussion of the intelligence side
(OND-Seite) of the political problem, there is to be at the highest level of
party chiefs a new discussion of Aktion, above all to bring Czechoslovakia and
Poland better into Aktion.

After a thorough check, I have been able to find out that the information
which got to Department II through Krebs (Report No. 10/59) did not come from

.) ,J me. This information, however, consisted of concrete facts about UB activities
which had been learned by Soviet 'agents (according to many clues) in the BfV.

(O Thus there continues to be the very real danger that my infornation can also
kL7\ be picked up to the degree that it has been or will be turned over to other

Western intelligence services (ND-West-Stelen). I will send you in the next
report photocopies or hand written copies of these reports. It is clear that
in this situation my activity can only be carried out with the greatest caution.
I have restricted it only to the most important and most urgent matters and I
hope that you agree with the motto "better a cautious worker than a dead hero."
I expect your shipment between the 10th and 15th of February (or at least a
letter) and I hope that any dead drop will be prepared correctly and professional-
ly this time. In the interest of good order, I am informing you that I have
received no mail from you up to the 25th of January.

ALFA

The entire intelligence activity by Poland and Czechoslovakia with few
/minor exceptions has been suspended until further notice because of the two

defections of military attaches. In order to save face, under pressure from

Si
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the Foreign Ministry in Warsaw (WINIEWICZ), the recall' of resident CZAJER was
postponed until April or May. The new resident CIBOR is still being prepared
in Section 2 of Department I for taking up his work in the U.S. /Because. of
heavy surveillance by you the meeting between AND. and STR. did not take
place. KRA. has written to STR. two or three times in order to maintain the

*- contact and to keep him calm but recently has had no answer, which has made
Department I and KGB very uneasy. In this situation it is out of the question
that the contact .to STRASSER will be taken up by any other person such as
AND. Up to the present time this affair is still suitable for "gambit" and
in my opinion it is very important to build up the course of events in this
way. / Not all the proposals of the UB for reprisals against AIS were accepted
by the Politburo. Two or three actions are under preparation but I have in
this situation not been able to get more details or mopi concrete information
to supplement what was partially reported in Report . 10/59.1/

- BETA

Between the 15th and 25th of February of his par, t atros" (Trans.
nte: DYAA will be in Berlin on officilly~ six as in the company of the

' Chief of Section 5 of Department I, 1ajor ~ He is to carry out in
*- " Berlin an important meeting with an agent/from the U.S., to recruit a new

agent in Polish emigre circles and above ll to discuss with LUX (Trans.
note: MARTIUK) the experience to date in contacts with agents from the
IU.S. in Berlin. It is also planned to turn over two or three important
agents from the U.S. to MARrIUK in Berlin for further handling. DYBALA
will undoubtedly travel in West Berlin. He is allegedly to stay in East
Berlin at the Hotel Johanneshof with Major WOJTASEK or possibly in the
private apartment of MARIIUK. MAr'IUK most recently lived in Berlin in -~~

Niederschoenhausen, Platanenstrasse 15, in a separate villa in a corner
street near the Platanenstrasse (there are allegedly two or three No. 15's
there; MARIUK's private telephone number 1821579). MARIPIUK recently reported
to the resident, Col. MICHALSKI that he had detected surveillance as well as

* agent activity against him.

DELTA

Department II has detenrined through' its agents in Delta (Trans. note:
Austria) that the agent of Department I (handled personally by Col. SIENKIEWICZ)
has suspicious relationships which he has not reported. It has further come to

\ . notice that OISOWSKI (Trans. note: "The agent of Department I" mentioned in
tJ the sentence above clearly refers to LISOWSKI although the name was not there

&1 mentioned) disposes of large sums of money even though he had recently been in
financial difficulties because of a very expensive mistress. During his service
trip to Warsaw the resident in Austria, GR (Trans. note: G flCKI) aroused
strong suspicions against LISOWSKI. ,Thus it was decided to recall LISOWSKI
from the Atomic Agency in the near future. As is known, LISOWSKI has a motto,

C> "money, money, even more money and then again money". There lies in this fact
-ER
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a good possibility to convince LISOWSKI to defect if, of course, he is promised
good financial support. LISOWSKI has moreover rich relatives in Israel on
his wife's side. It would not be bad to lead him, before this, into compromising
women and business affairs. This would not be difficult. You can also use the
information that he will soon be recalled without danger. I think it is certain
that such a plan would succeed if, of course; it is carried out cleverly and
adroitly. With this you could deal a tremendous blow to the atom agents who
work under the accreditation of the UN (FOMAN, BURAS, and others known to
LISOWSKI) as well as to the Chief of Dept I personally, which naturally would
please me very much. LISOWSKI knows a lot about intelligence activity because
since 19h5 he has been connected with Dept I and was the principal agent in
1945 of the Polish political intelligence service in Israel (then Palestine).
It would have no purpose to try to double LISOWSKI because he is much too
cowardly and likes his own comfort too much and moreover has no future in
Poland. After his recall he will be shuffled off on a siding nd worked on by
the CI unless before that he is already arrested because of known financial
swindles. you can without danger make use of his swindling which is known to
the CI in Warsaw, for eventual necessary pressure on LISOWYfSKI. He worked in
1945 and later in Palestine as a principal agent and on the side operated a
secret bordello for English soldiers. It could eventually sound quite nice:
cat-house chief as Atomic representative and holder of UN accreditation (Puff-
Chef als Atom-Vertreter). After looking into the allegations of Dept II, Col.
SIENKIEWICZ lost his trust in L()SOWSKI and is no longer protecting him. Take
it into consideration please that LISOWSKI is the sort of a creature who for
love of money could work for anyone. Therefore, you should enjoy him with
the greatest caution after a possible defection.

In the near futu.; 3jC e resident in Bern, PEKALA, is to be recalled.
In his place, Maior'TRBY is being prepared and will soon be transferred
to Switzerland. He has been head of the Intelligence School at Dept I for
three years. Before that he was resident in Paris for a few years.. He is
well known to the French CI. He is active since 19h5 in the UB, has very
extensive experience and above everything else is being deployed to Switzer-
land because of contacts with agents from France, Canada and West Germany.
More will follow.

Weswa (UH3): In December 1959 Col. Tadeus'._U _WSKI v. suddenly trans-
ferred to Phenjan, North Korea, as DeityTo the Chief of the Polish Military
Mission, General SARET. KUliWSKI is about it0, has black hair, is about 175 cm
tall, wears glasses, is married. His wife is in Warsaw with one or two
children. I have had KUROWSKI investigated for a long time because during
1960 he was to have a meeting in the West with an important military CI agent
and I had planned to designate him as undertaking H No. 3. However, he was

SECRET
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suddenly transferred to Korea so the plan has basically changed but the affair
in my opinion is of the greatest importance for the American intelligence
service and above all for you. "SPINNE' (KU FEWSKI) has had a brilliant career
in military CI. He started his career on 12 June 19h6 in the office of military
CI (GZI) as an officer for operational matters. At this time the CI direction
was completely in the hands of the Soviet officers. KUPOWSKI, who during the
war had been in Warsaw and had had connections to the AL (Peoplets Army) and
for a short time hid Gomulka in his apartment from the Gestapo, is half Polish,

~ half Jew, but nonetheless he had a rapid career and was constantly promoted.
In short, he is doubt ess a careerist who, however, was changed into an enemy
of the Soviets during he Soviet regime in the headquarters of the military
CI which was directed -"y Soviet officers, above all by the well known 001.
SKULBASZEWSKI and Col WOZNIE[ENSKI.* He knew, however, how to hide this
fact in a masterly fasiion and was regarded up to the Gomulka October in 1956 as a
safe and pro-Sov4et. officer. For this reason he was promoted on 28 October 1951
on the recommend- ion of Col. WOZNIESIENSKI to the high post of deputy to the
Soviet Colonel- OVICZ of the Infonmation Administration (GZI) of the Warsaw
District. Later (' 1953), when LEWKOWICZ was recalled from Poland with other
Soviet military CI rrderers and criminals, KUROWSKI took over the leadership

~-. of the CI Administrato of the Warsaw military district under the command of
the Soviet GeneraljANDR SKI. Aside from his careerist cunning, intelligence,
and professional knowledge his wife doubtlessly helped his career. She was
personal secretary to Col. WOZNIES[ENSKI for many years and simultaneously was
one of his more lasting mistresses. It is known that "mattresses" helped
greatly in the promotions of KUIFOW SKI. Despite his active-work in the military
CI, SPINNE was able to avoid doing anythi criminal so that he was able to
survive after the death of Stalin and the irg- jQ"e CI organs. He was
also able to get along well after 1953 wit ovies C visors" such as
he principal advisor of the GZI, GTeneral ZOW, .o SZCZUKIN Col.

ZKOW and his personal advisor in the Warsaw C I district nistration,
* peope 0%,. Thus he was pushed further by the fully disoriented Soviet CI

people and in August or September 1956 was even promoted to the post of Chief
of Dept I in the GZI. As is known, it was the most important Dept, which pro-
tected the general staff including military intelligence.- To the astonishment
and horror of the Soviet CI officers (KARANDAS ZOWSZCZUKIWJ2,OZ0OVT. and also
.PANKOW) who had already been kicked out during the Gomulka change in October
1956, SPINNE revealed himself as an enemy of the Soviets who for a considerable
time had maintained relationships with the PAX group - which had at that time formed
a revolutionary committee - who had conspired with Generals HIBNER and KO'IAR and
who stood wholly with the revisionists. Allegedly he flatly told Col. PANKQE...
in 1956 after the October developnents, "Socialism yes, but not at any pricej".
It has turned out that in the opinion of the Soviet CI he had already belonged
for considerable time "to the active Trotskyists, Zionists, and revisionists.".
Therefore, it is understandable that this clever fellow after October 1956 and
in connection with the reorganization of the GZI into the Military Forces of

<* the Interior kept the most important post, that of Chief of Administration I,
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which after t reorganization was responsible for the entire military CI
service i th Polish Army including offensive CE, which also made use of

support ' sabroad. By the way, so as not to overlook this note:

Haior?4iL A 0 who recently transferred to the military attache's office in

the military mission in Berlin is a representative of Administration I. He
was ac ive in Dept. II (Trans. note: UB) until 1957 as representative of

Section 3 (working against West Germany and the Gehlen organization). He
was transfered to the WSir and :relieved by the "Swiss Major" known to you as

Major ZIAJA.. However, after this great "accession to power SPINNE soon came
itoconflict with the Chief of the WSW, .General KOKOSZYN and above all with

the "Jew eater", deputy to KOKOSZYN and friend of SPYCHALSKI and MOCZAR, Col.
PIETRZAK. SPINNE was naturally in this position a thorn in the eye of the

'KC repres ntatives but because of his connections with the PAX group le#d by
HIBNER, KO EAR and FREY-BIELECKI, the KGB brothers were not in a positioh to

get rid of him but did continue to work on him. Now, after the cases of BRYN
and MONAT, they have been able to get rid of SPINNE. On the basis of the
affair of the Yugoslav military attache, his intelligence work and close
contact with various people with whom SPINNE was in contact, SPINNE was
sudden 1 lieved of his post on the recommendation of his personal enemy,

-> Col. PI AK and to make the matter more digestable was sent off to North
Korea to GCeeral SAMAET. It is clear (and SPINNE also suspects this) that he
has been boxed off in the direction of Korea and that, even after he would
come back from the "bureau drawn- in Korea he would not be able to return
again either to WSVW or to military service. It is clear to him that he is
in a dead end and that in view of the planned destruction of the PAX group
and the Dept II investigation of various of his contacts coupled with the
known hate for him of the KGB representatives, he went off to Korea full of
well-founded worries, fear and insecurity.

It is clear that one could not pay in dollars for the information
which SPINNE has collected during his nearly 15 years of activity in military

; CI and above all during the last three years in a high position. It is a gold
mine for you as well as for MID. SPINNE cannot only tell you everything about
WSW with its highly compromising stories but also give the most important
information from the Polish Ministry of Defense and from the Warsaw Pact Command
as well as give MID the most important leads in the field of the Polish Army.

His revelations about the activity of the former GZI'could possibly completely
eclipse the reports of SWIATLO. It would be harmful idiocy not to undertake
everything to persuade Spinne, who is extremely "shaky", to defect. At present
the maximum chances exist to take hold of the matter and carryitthrough to
complete success. It is not difficult for your representatives in Korea to
take up contact with Spinne, above all because Spinne also goes to South Korea.
His official position makes this entirely possible. Spinne is also very
sensitive to beautiful women and lately, because of the troubles which have
been mentioned, drinks a great deal. He can also be involved in little business

01
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deals. A collection of compromising and obligating blackmail items is necessary
for all eventualities, in my opinion. Contact to Spinne, however, must be taken
up by very skilled and thoroughly intelligent and professionally trained .people.
You are dealing here with a true leader of the military CI. In my opinion
it would be advisable to havl im cultivated by disguised American officers
of Jewish origin who are also able to converse (with skilled caution) in a
politicall revisionist and Trozkyite manner. They may make use in a skilled

fom nof all information reported in this connection and with the facts cleverly
tailored. It would be best to awaken the impression with him that he has
already been investigated by you for a long time. The matter must be under-
taken cautiously because he may also be under KGB surveillance. He was sent
to Korea only after being supported by FREY-BIELECKI, HIBNER, and General
DRZEWIECKI, and the KGB made many difficulties. He does not care particularly
for his wife. It lies within the realm of possibilities to smuggle out his
wife later to the West if necessary, with the help of my contacts. You can
promise this to -Spinne. He will undoubtedly be mistrustful, fear provocation,
and also be afraid of you because of his previous activity, which actually
did not cause any harm directly to American interests. Therefore everything

- musted very sensibly "played.'" In order that the matter ends successfully
very high assurances (from high American offices) must be given to Spinne.

K> Nevertheless, it is no rth doing it all. There is absolutely no purpose.in
KJ "doubling" Spinne with the plan of returning to Poland. He isifinished.

If the Sovietizing of affairs in Poland continues further at the same tempo
as it has up to now, he will unquestionably be placed against a wall in the
foreseeable future. The KGB representatives even now will not let him out of
their sight here until the end of his life. He is also not capable psycholo-
gically of carrying such a burden. The man has rather badly weakened nerves.
If your pressure were too great he is capable of suicide. One wins nothing
by that. You can also influence Spinne with his hate of the KGB and call to
memory his former "friends". He knows that gang too well to believe it. As
a reserve alternate plan it would be appropriate in my opinion to catch Spinne
somewhere in South Korea without witnesses and "gently".kidnap him (in my
opinion there will be no great difficulties on the part of Spinne). He knows
that there are 100 people who would immediately -believe that he had defected.
This matter should be carried out carefully but vr quickly. The possibility
exists that his "bureau drawer" will be opened up again very quickly and he
will land in Poland. At present, according to my thorough investigation,
there is a wonderful possibility of carrying out this matter with complete
success. If you take action in line with my "recipe", which is without danger
for you, my name is Heini Pippendeckel if this is not successful. Actually my
name is something else and always will be something else.

This information is very exact and has been checked by me through various
good sources. I was interested in this matter, because it was known that around
the middle of 1960 Spinne was supposed to travel to the West as a private citizen

0'
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in order to meet an important CI agent who has penetrated the activity of
Western IS organs. Therefore I planned the case as UH 3. Because of the
events described above the plan has changed. You can receive promptly from
me all necessary supplementary information about the case of Spinne. I
request any possiblequestions. It would be very advisable to initiate
action in the case of Spinne immediately because at present he has not yet
acclimatized himself in inand the possibility exists to steer the
necessary contacts to him.

AKTION: I still consider the information about this matter extra-
ordinarilimportant, even if you have "downgraded" ("degradiert") it. Who
is right, in the end will be proved in the near future. As already reported,
AKTION is being unfolded at present on the political level. It is supposed
to be constantly accelerated up to the Summit Conference. The fire of Fascist
hate in the Federal Republic, into which the KGB knows how to pour gasoline

-- through its own channels, is supposed to take on an anti-American accent in
the near future as well as be connected with strikes and demonstrations planned
by the KPD (trans.: West German Communist Party). As soon as AKTION transfers
to the realm of intelligence it can be connected to the "fact", that the AIS
is well informed about the activity of the Fascists and in fact has an interest
in such activity. I have learned the followings 1) a Nazi cadre organization,
which is "inspired" and "directed" by RIS penetration agents, has been active
for years. This organization, which works out of the darkness above all through
"inspiration" (Inspiration), has various bases in the Federal apparatus and
also "inspires" various legal radical political organizatigns in the Federal
Republic, such as the DRP (trans.: Deutsche Reichspartei). The Federal
government took advantage-for tactical political reasons-of legal possibilities,
but these were intercepted by the KGB. and puffed up and stretched out in a com-
promising fashion. The propaganda agitation to date has also been further
artificially developed by the KGB and SSD through illegal members of the KPD
as well as IS agents (above all in respect to "painting"). I would now like

A to clarify and make as concrete as possible the allegations which were already
mentioned in Report 9 of November 59. I unfortunately cannot make any overall
(kapitalen) statements and there is little likelihood that I will be able to do.
this in the future. In the following I would like to report to you succinctly
various "mosaic" pieces which I have been able to learn over a long period.
At the same time I would like to emphasize expressly that a number of these are
based only on one source and have not been checked by me. The matter, however,
is too seriousto omit even the smallest thing which could be of the greatest
importance. I will therefore sort out the infonmation about the Nazi cadre/ organization and give it the code word "HACKE". It may be that I will be able
to learn further details.

"HALCKE":s Historical introduction: At the end in view of the
approaching defeat of the Third Reich, the NSDAP boss,. 0 began to build
up a secret Nazi cadre organization unknown to HITLER and other si bosses.

SE C)6
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This organization was set up according to the organizational plan of a Free
Mason lodge in that there were strict "secret circles". 'The highest secret
circle was formed by BOMRANN with four other unidentified Nazi leaders; the
organization was fdrther set up according to the "V" pattern (fi e persons).
Members of one "V" became leaders of further "V"s, and the lead rship was

*- anon mous to the lower circles (wobei je niedriger, die Sache onym gelietet
wuerd). For security reasons BORhIANN spread the tale in t wer "v"s C

4HIMMLER was behind "HACK a ; gg scceeded in this because' , he Chief
of Department IV,..of the RSHA (Gestapo), was on his side bec se he could foresee
the coming defeat. The first reports were received from MU LLER, who at he
beginning of 19%14 (or. even earlier), had been appropriate influenced b
the E1tS-and, later doubled (umgesteuert)-in the course of a CE game rug ugh

S - the chief Gestapo office (Gestapoleitstelle) in Danzig, directed by4 LO E
, This case of importance for the Soviet Union was run personally by Ge ral
{ ABAKUJMOW, who was shot after the death of. Stalin. Only a few people the

REC and RES-CE knew about this mysterious matter. One of these was eneral
D. a former advisor of the MGB in Warsaw, and a personal f end of

L " AKUMOW. According to BORdANN s plan HACKE was supposed to be very restric-
ive in the number of its members (allegedly only 35 persons up to 194), was
o be expanded in accordance with the existing situation, and above all was to
e active through "inspiration" (of others). For security reasons HACKE bases

U' were built up abroad in order to be able to operate freely and securely after
the defeat. The main bases were set up by the end of 1944, especially in Spain,
Portugal, Argentina, Japan, and Italy. An enormous organizational capital in
gold, jewelry and cash (all from concentration camp "booty') of an approximate
total value of half a billion dollars. Only a few members.of the RSHA and SS
knew about HACKE because of a deep conflict between BORAANN and HI4fLER. As
soon as the RES got wind of it, it immediately recognized its importance and
did everything to control and also "inspire" HACKE for as long-range a purpose
as possible. The exploitation of HACKE as a take-off point ("glacis") for IS
activity by the Soviet Union was self-evident. Without waiting for the end of
the war _gAA ,.recruited a few members of HACKE by blackmail in view of the

; imminent defeat as well as with threats of denunciation to HITLER and HIMMLER.
ABAKUMOV was not getting sufficient information from the Gestapo Chief MUELLER,
who was exploited but not completely trusted by BOfANN. Therefore after the
war the MGB did what it could to learn everything as thoroughly as possible.
According to present information the RES allegedly succeeded almost completely
in this. The KGB evaluates this affair so highly, that variousinformation
which is learned through HACKE is not, for example, exploited in counter-

, espionage operations.

Postwar period: After the war the MGB worked on HACKE in two directions
primarily: the maximum investigation of it and the maximum infiltration of
MGB agents. HACKE expanded organizationally around 1947-19h8 and this opportunity
was exploited. The case was all the more important to the MGB because HACKE
had kept alive the old Nazi slogan, "Fight the Jews and plutocrats in the USA",
and had as a goal the founding of a Fourth Reich, and thus was always hostile
to America as well and has remained so. In 1950 in Danzig (Poland) the former
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s sentenced to death as' a war criminal. The sentence,
owever, was ot carried out up t9-1952. According to MUELLER's reports

FOERSTER was mem r of HACKE..X Representatives of the MGB as well as
representativ s of he fornerMBP interrogated FOERSTER continuously after

= - his death sen nom above/al the notorious chief of the Investigation Depart-
- , idiit,) Colone QOlZAN -f who was sentenced in 1957) in order to squeeze out of

FOERS informa io about HACKE among other things. FOERSTER did not with-
stand the pressure inninent death which lasted almost two years (a few
times he was led out to his execution which then did not take place) and told
everything he knew. Immediately after he began to talk around the middle of ,
1952 he was taken out of the Danzig prison by special representatives of the
MGB from Moscow was taken to Moscow in a special plane. Since that time
all traces of FOE TER have vanished and it is not clear whether he still
lives today, or wa executed, or "escaped" from the Soviet Union- as an MGB
agent i order to lay his role in HACKE. At the time of the trial of the
former auleite H in Warsaw, General MOCZAR learned that KOCH had been
kept so long in the oviet Union in order to squeeze information about HACKE
out of him too, but his did not fully succeed so they tried to put pressure
on KOCH by means of e trial. It allegedly turned out that KOCH actually
knew something about H.CKE but he himself was not\ a member. Circa 91:97 the
former Department I (noqw II) and Department VIow I) recruited in West
Germany the veteran Abwehr and Gestapo officer, A ZUBOWSKI a LAR. -SE
LARSEN' had been spotted by the ABAKTMOW agent, the chief of the main STAPO

- office (Stapoleitstelle) in Danzig, a or LOEEGEN, ho had been "doubled"
by the HS around 19h3 and formerly was a c se oi1 borator of LARSEN. The "
agent KASZUBOWSKI aka LARSEN was run with great success for a long time by
the retired Maior ROGULSKI or REGULSKI (mentioned in report 8. or 9, 1959)
(OMEGA) who is now in the Polish Mission in Bern, Switzerland. However, in
this connection an action took place which is typical for the activity of
the red IS. KASZUBOWSKI aka LARSEN built up such a good position in West
Germany because of his earlier Gestapo activity which had been awarded with

a-. the Iron Cross 1st Class that he was considered for the leading position in
the BfY which was being organized at that time. This was contrary to the
plans of ABAKUMOV( who had already prepared and pushed forward his own agent
(who belonged to HACKE) for this post. This agent (whose name is unknown
but who can be easily identified by you) is supposed to have had even greater
"merits", to have been more intelligent than K. and in ABAKUMOW's opinion to .
be more secure than K. Ai argument broke out between the MGB and the MBP.
At that time the MGB was naturally stronger and therefore because of pressure
by BER[A and General BESBARODOW K was arrested around 1951 (approximate, another
sources says 1952) at a contact with ROGULSKI in Berlin, was transferred to
Warsaw and was locked in prison there as a war criminal. He was allegedly
in prison for about 5 years without a trial, was released around 1956 or 1957
and repatriated to West Germany. In this way the agent of ABAKUMOW had a free
path - without competition from other agents - but it turned out later that
ABAKUMOWs plan went wrong and the agent who had been planned for the leading
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position in the BfV could not get the job (but other MGB agents did succeed in
this.) Before KASZUBOWSKI' s release the aissiane tried to rewin him for further
activity in the Federal Republic, but he laughed at them. Therefore Poles
(Department II) negotiated with him and after a long hither and yon KASZUBOWSKI
said he was ready to continue working for Poland but in no case for the Russians.
Thus K. is still a CE agent of Department II, but in reality directed by the
KGB Chief Directorate II of General GR[BANOW. After K., who is a most exper-
ienced CE officer, has become acclimatized and has proved by his activity that
he is secure, the KGB plans to steer him towards HACKE and to exploit him there.
This is naturally a hypothetical plan which is supposed to take place after a
long time. In my opinion it is not difficult to work on K. and. to interrogate
him. He undoubtedly has a complex because he knows that he was kept practically
innocent in prison for years upon the orders of the Soviets. In case ha may
have reported fragmentarily after his return to West Germany please don't allow
yourselves to be led astray because this could have been by instruction of
Department II for the purpose of. "winning confidence." After the scandal with
K. Major RLSKI tendered his resignation, was rele8sed from Department VII
and entered the diplomatic service. According to. my investigation he is not,
active no. as an intelligence officer. Formerly, however, he ran very important
agents ( o in the US) .and therefore it would be useful to investigate him in

(7 respect to ounter-espionage. . The information about KASZUBOWSKI has been checked
" by me. _ f the dark and dangerous KGB figures in HACKE is the famous SS

j olone . who presently lives in Madrid and also works for the Spanish
IS. SKORZENY s under active development by ABAKUMOW as early as 19li2.
Further details neither known here, nor have those which are known been
checked. He was legedly (only 'one source) 'doubled" by ABAKUMOW during the
war. There was a p iod, however, when he was suspected by the MVD of playing
a "double game." In the opinion of a former high CI chief in Poland who used
to work very closely with BESBARODOW, SKORZENY was finally recruited (geformt)
as a collaborator of ABAKUMOW in the middle of 19Id4, and shortly before the
end of the war, through clever maneuvers which exploited the stupidity of the
RSHA chief, KALTENBNJNNER, was appointed chief for a short period of the Nazi
military IS. Through these maneuvers ABAKUMOW planned above all to catch in
time and exploit for himself the Nazi Abwehr agents in America and South
America. One of the most dangerous methods of ABAKUMOW was the IS work "under
a foreign flag" which has been brought to the point of perfection today by the
KGB. To what extent ABAKUMOW succeeded in this plan is not clear, but it is
certain that in 1955-1956 the KGB had a few excellent agents in America who
had come from the repertoire of the Nazi CI (Ast) (CANARES). Naturally
SKORZENY has tremendous connections to "old Nazi fighters" (alte Nazi-Kaempfer)
and if my facts are true he is an extremely dangerous boy. I could only learn
two clues which serv&sas slight confirmation of the assertion that SKORZENY is
a KGB agent, 1) o e o the clandestine contacts of SKORZENY in the Federal

-I tepublic is a ce a' who lived until 1956 in Frankfurt a/M. IROGAL
is Lithuanian or comes from tvia. According to my investigation he is a
principal agent of KGB Chief ' ctorate II. ROGAL formerly (until 19114)
(transl: sic, presumably 1951 is meant) had contact with an AIS officer,
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B.O. MASON, Bad Wildungen, tenberstrasse 1. MASON all gedly ran an,l
section working against the Soviet Baltic c untries. o-wo a .' AL,
and at the same time a KGB agent is a certa' Colonel' JUINS or somet
similar) who is Lithuanian.. A close contac sted an a egedly. exists

. -- today between SKORZENY and ROGAN. 2) Karlo L -"'-f'^ years old, works
for SKORZENY for the Spanish IS in the Fed er e u..c. - personal friend
of SKOJEENY. Took part with SKORZENY in the ; 'liberation" of MUSSOLINI. RUJDL
worked a long time for the French, during the time he had to hide under false
documents from your service. Yet even before he French, MGB Russians grabbed
him by the collar and recruited him - therefore he has played a double role in
the French IS. In 1951 ABAKUMOW learned through RUDL of a Vatican plan to free
the Hungarian Cardinal MINDSZENTI from prison and smuggle him to the West.
Colonel SKORZENY and 1IIDL were supposed to take part in this plan. ABAKUMOW,
however, planned to "liberate" PINDSZENTY through SKORZENY and FJDL, to shoot
him "during- flight", as proof of the connection of the Cardinal and Vatican
with old Fas c ists to shoot IUDL too, and to allow SKORZENY, whom he valued
higher, "to escape". Somehow IUDL smelled the plot at a contact with ABAKUMOW's
special representatives, and to be sure, because of fear of ABAKiUMOW, did not
warn SKORZENY but did withdraw from ,the planned action. Since this time the
cooperation of 1UDL with the MGB has "stuttered" and later the contact is

K', supposed to have been broken off for a long time. It is not known whether
contact exists at present. Thus the "Cardinal" plan fell through. It is
certain that SKORZENY is active in HACKE. W'hether today he is currently
working for the KGB is absolutely possible but not certain, according to my

- investigation so far. In any event it is certainly worthwhile to take a close
look at such bloodhounds as SKORZENY.

I also have various facts of a lesser format but have to analyze them
thoroughly before I give them to you. Otherwise the danger exists that you
will again take me for a dealer in Itcanards". I will do everything within my
capabilities to make possible further reports about HACKE. It is, however,

, for me as well as for you, no easy field of investigation, However, I warn
you very seriously about this dangerous conglomeration of brown-red Fascists
who unexpectedly one day can cause enormous damage and who are an acute danger
to the free world and to peace. It is indeed regrettable that outside of HACKE
itself so many potential HACKE. ideologists are running around today in West
Germany who are only waiting for the opportunity to transform the old Hitler
slogans into reality. In my opinion American politicians are in many cases
much too decent to recognize the slyness, deceit, hypocracy and true aims of
such bloodhounds. In my opinion this can be learned only from objective and
hard counter-espionage work. I am prepared to support you in this respect as
far as I can. This is doubtlessly a very difficult and complicated affair.
I ask you urgently to exploit the HACKE information with the greatest caution.
The circle of the appropriately "initiated" is very limited. In no case do I.
want to make you mistrustful of your partners. I have, however, definite
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reasons to state that if you were to use the BfV for the investigation of this
matter you would be making a watchdog out of a wolf (trans.: den Book zum
Gaertner machen). This is a "Trojan Horse" in which only the devil knows
what is going on. When too many foreign agents and collaborators are in such
an organization naturally nothing good comes out of it. By this is meant not
only the Eastern agents, but also the English, French, Dutch, Belgian agents,
etc. HACKE too has a strong sphere of influence there.

I have various clues at present about agent activity in the BfV. I will
take .pains, however, to get down to concrete facts in the near future. I am
afraid that these concrete facts will not be very gratifying. You can
unquestionably throw my warning in the waste paper basket. In spite of such
an eventuality I see myself duty bound to urge the greatest caution in intelli-
gence contacts on the territory of (trans. or in respect to, "auf dem Gebiet)
the Federal Republic. If you take my warning seriously you will be protected
from unexpected and unpleasant surprises. It may be that it is not at all
necessary to have to convince you of this so strongly. This would be gratifying.

UNTERNEHMEN H

C0 These planned operations have the purpose of investigating and eliminating
various members of the Red IS during operational and illegal sojourns in the

" West. Peznit me to set forth for you now various suggestions in addition to
various facts, which in my opinion, might be helpful for you. I do not in any
case intend to lecture you but I consider it very important to illuminate
various measures according to my judgement because these are closely related
to the modus operandi of the IS officers.

UH-ls is being actively prepared ('details later).

UH-2: Very important and urgent because of the forthcoming required
operational measures. As already reported, "BETA" WISCHNIEWSI, aka LIEBERVIANN,

r I aka GERLACH (other details already forwarded who is already well-known to you,
fA j is supposed to come to the West in the very near future to carry out intelli-

gence missions. He has already planned an illegal trip to Vienna twice at the
end of 1959 but each time gave the plan up. From tested information which
came directly (only one contact man between) from te SSD Col. FRJCK.-

(LIEBERdANN - "FSCEi" - is supposed to go to Vienna illegally in the course
of February (after the 15th) or in the course of March 1960 for the fulfill-

' ment of important CE and IS missions of the SSD and KGB-Karlshorst. In\ Vienna he is supposed to contact exclusively illegal IS members and the most
important agents. A photograph of his face and apparently other photos as
well is already in your hands. I am now trying to find out the illegal route
as well as the approximate time of the trip. This is all possible and realistic.
I will only not be able to determine (also in other IH cases) the type of false
passport, nor the false names of the illegals or of FROSCH. With some exceptions,
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only the superiors of the illegals are informed on these points. It is under-
standable that these cases are handled like code matters. ~ In the case of
FRO)SCH, who is exceptionally careful, alert, crafty and experiencedi his
superiors will also know nothing about the trip. FED)SCH, as is known, who
is a document forger, among other things, prepares all alone his Western-
legalization passports for his personal use. My information, however, will
be entirely sufficient to identify FROSCH. There are the following opera-
tional phases: 1. Identification, 2. Development and, 3. Exposure.

Re No. 1.: FROSCH will embark upon his trip with a French, Belgium,
Englis or possibly American passport. For understandable reasons he will
avoid a est German or Austrian passport when he goes to Vienna. For illegals
from the DDR (MfS and KGB) going to Austria the following itineraries are
used: A. Berlin-Prague by air, then on to Vienna by train or plane or
Berlin-Prague-Vienna with the train. B. Berlin-Budapest by train or plane
and on to Vienna by train or plane. The trip is always so prepared that one
can create the impression that it is a return trip from an East Bloc country
on the part of the illegal under commercialor similar cover. Which channel
FROSCH will choose is (and will not be) known. Only he knows that. For his
identification both channels must be securely controlled. If you orient your-

(' selves on the basis of the known description of F1mSCH, have his photo and
-"' know the approximate travel time, it will certainly not be difficult to identify

him at the Austrian border. It would be appropriate at the same time to check
other channels to the West (Switzerland or France) in case FROJSCH, to confuse
his closest contacts, should suddenly decide to make a detour. If the variant
Prague-Budapest comes into consideration, which is almost likely, you can
carry out his identification with maximum security on the basis of the
physical description which you have and the proper selection of the entering
travellers who use the above passports during a span of time which will cer-
tainly not be long. As I have been able to find out, FROSCH wears glasses
with thick fnmaes for disguise only. He does not normally wear glasses. At
the moment he does not have a moustache, he can however let one grow for
disguise. He is bald. It is certain that for illegal trips FROSCH will
disguise himself with a i which has an "idiot cut" (modern in the West).
With such a wig, with or without glasses, with or without a moustache, his
face is changed substantially.at first glance. One must watch out most care-
fully for this. Otherwise he cannot disguise his little squat figure nor his
typical Jewish demeanor, even when he is dressed in disguise. He likes to play
the role of a rich Jewish Frenchman. Besides perfect German, he speaks perfect
French and English. I have no concept in what manner you will carry out the
necessary identification at his entry, but in my opinion it would be dan erous
to bring in the Austrian police because there are also (as in the Wes Berlin
police) KGB agents who can warn the KGB. One could in this case without telling
the truth bring in the INTERPOL under some criminal case cover.. I hope that
you will choose the right and most secure way. After his identification,
however, further development without exception must be undertaken only through
your experienced people. It is to be anticipated that according to illegal
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modus operandi FROSCH will enter with one passport but will make use of
another passport (as a security reserve) during his stay. It is extraordinarily
important not to overlook such a possibility.

Re No. 2.: After the identification phase, which must be undertaken with
the greatest competence and care, the development phase requires masterly work.
It is absolutely essential to commit a surveillance team of at least four
surveillance grups, that is, approximately forty-five persons. FROSCH, like
illegals. generally, is a great specialist in the field of uncovering possible
surveillance. This problem is exceptionally important and decisive. The
surveilling officers must be able to. change clothes during eir rork, function
according to no standard pattern, have good communications and above all must
be able to operate from camouflaged observation points when FROSCH stays in
one place for a long period (for example when FROSCH is in a hotel, the access
streets should be surveilled from camouflaged apartments and the surveillance
should be picked up only after FRDSCH has checked for surveillance after his
exit from the hotel.) Do not use standard cars (milk trucks, fruit stands,
etc.), change license plates and do everything so that FROSCH will not have
the slightest suspicion that he is under surveillance. As soon as FROSCH
has looked one of the surveillants in the face, that man must disappear from
the work immediately. The work must be prepared for day and night. It is
important to organize everything that all contacts are identified and photo-
graphed, that possible conversations in hotels and restaurants are miked and
recorded on tape recorders. In no case' should his suitcases be examined when
he stays at a hotel. One will find nothing there, but because the suitcases
are already secured against possible police examination you will warn FROSCH
immediately through such rash action. It is to be assumed that FROSCH will spend
the first few days merely checking his own personal security mostly to determine

- if he is under suspbion and is being surveilled. This measure belongs to the
iron rules of illegals. As soon as FROSCH notices surveillance he will escape
it and disappear somewhere into a safehouse, wait the necessary time and then

., ",disappear under disguise with a completely different passport. It is also to
be anticipated that for security reasons he will move around with counter-
surveillance which will possibly discover your surveillance. As already
mentioned this operation requires masterly work. It is strictly forbidden for
illegal IS officers to carry weapons; in the case of danger they can at any
time pick one up from a dead letter drop. It is also possible that FROSCH
has poison with him which however should only be considered as a theoretical
possibility. You should take into consideration that FROSCH worked in Vienna
a long time for the MGB and is at home there. He works mostly with Jevish
contacts in whom he has full trust. His contacts will be exclusively agents
or illegal members of the IS or CI. He will avoid all contacts with the-
circle of his acquaintances or business contacts.
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Re No. 3.: The main points re the exposure are: don't warn FROSCH
through rash actions; set aside the operationally required time for full
success in the investigation; undertake everything so that FROSCH and his

=principals will remain convinced that his arrest was caused by betrayal on -

the part of his contacts or by an accidental discovery. This last point
must be prepared carefully over a long period and continually strengthened.
This is absolutely necessary for the security of my source and m security.
In the case o h smallest negligence further possibilities for UH as well
as action against Soviet illegal residents (especially the coming, most

important UH-1 -- as also a TH against a Soviet illegal colonel) will be
completely and forever eliminated. I ask you to be fully clear on this
point. There are two possibilities: F1SCH will livei a hotel; FROSCH
will live at some illegal's house as a "visitor" from the West. The second
case will bring greater difficulties. In the first case, there is a wonder-
ful possibility to make FROSCH sick for a short time and to cause his delivery
into a hospital. This could occur throughasimulated "meat poisoning at meals"
or by means of appropriate gas through the hotel room wall in the vicinity of
the room where he lives. It is absolutely essential in such a case to cause
a simulated sickness which will require at least two weeks' hospitalization.
In this manner one obtains the two most important operational possibilities:

-, the possibility of an accidental unmasking (inquiries at the hospital, accord-
K_. ing to the false passport, notification of relatives who naturally do not

exist according to the legend, etc.). One can in such a case prepare a dozen
different CE legends to unmask FROSCH "accidentally", first as the possessor
of a false passport or as a man who has given false information about himself <

and one can investigate the matter purely on a criminal basis. As a logical
consequence of the "criminal investigation" "finger prnts" will naturally
show that the individual concerned is not Mr. X, but rather FROJSCH, all of
which must be carried out in a masterly way. It is absolutely essential in
the first phase of such an investigation that criminal police are used who
really know nothing about the whole affair. They will certainly do every-

- thing sufficiently stupidly to convince FROSCH that it is really a case of
< ' "accidental discovery". After the identification of FRDSCH, everything must

of course be done by you. During his stay in the hospital FROSCH will
naturally be visited by his "colleagues" who will be agents of his principals
coming to determine what happened. Everything must be OK to pacify the
"comrades". One can also listen to the conversations if FRIOSCH is in a
private room. It is extraordinarily important to organize everything so
that not the slightest suspicion is aroused and the whole illegal work is
not reorganized as fast as lightening (blitz schnell). This would immediately
happen as a result of an unprepared and premature action. Such a reorganiza-
tion is always prepared as an emergency plan for all eventualities by the KGB
and MfS. Premature action will also give F1RSCH no possibility to transmit
his daily security signal (to his principals) which will naturally be evaluated
as a "flap" and the emergency plan will be set in motion. You experienced this
in the case of ABEL who after his arrest did not send any security signals for
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three days which served Chief Directorate I as a warning and made possible the
immediate reorganization or close-down of the work. After you have convinced
the special representatives sufficiently of the "harmlessness" of FEDSCH's
sickness, the sickness must prove to be contagious so that FEO)SCH remains in
isolation and you can then begin with the already mentioned "criminal investi-
gation". Shortly thereafter all means of communications must be cut off for
FROlSCH and active investigation by you can be carried out. In order to obtain
the maximum success, everything must take the shortest possible time. Every-
thing depends upon how you handle the matter. As soon as FROSCH knows that he
has been recognized, everything will run successfully if you have approached
the matter correctly. I have interested myself in this case through my source
from the political as well as the psychological side and I have become convinced
that one must avoid crudities ("Holzhacken") in this case. Otherwise, FROSCH
will tell you cover story upon cover story (special training) so that in the-
end you will not know which is the front and which is the back. In this way
you will lose time and the illegal points and agent networks in Europe and
America which are known to FEOSCH will be warned, reorganized or flee. Then
everything is down the drain. Consider the fact that a few years ago, FROSCH
was in jail as an illegal for a few months (of which the French knew only frag-
ments) and there withstood all torture. The French could not prove anything
against him and he was released, after which he fled. He also has good exper-
ience from the Nazi concentration camp in which he spent his whole youth.
Therefore, these methods as in the case of other illegals are completely in
vain. You must operate with pressure of a psychological type (conviction)
and at the same time with reason and the possibility of freedom. As soon as
FROSCH is in your hands, he is harmless. The most important thing is the
information which FROSCH possesses from his nearly fifteen years of activity
for the MGB, later the KGB and SSD. It is worth sacrificing everything for
this information. Your European representative surely knows a great deal
about KGB activities in Europe and also in America. I fear that FROSCH knows
a great deal in this field about matters that are fully unknown to your repre-
sentative. You will be dealing with a highly intelligent, experienced, cunning
man who will be fighting for his life and his freedom. He is in no way to be
underestimated. Your best specialists must concern themselves with him. You

- will have a certain amount of control over his statements as a result of the
Vienna investigation. Only in the most extreme emergency should it be necessary
to make use of this so that the fiction will be maintained that he was accidental-
ly discovered. Consider seriously that even when FFOSCH is in jail, he can send

" out messages. Such hot-shots (Teufelskerle), I know from experience, can accom-
plish anything. FROSCH was recruited after the war as an 18 year old youngster
and has been thoroughly schooled during these last years. He is also a key
figure on the chess board of the KGB Karlshorst and AfS. He has kidnapped
approximately 200 persons in recent years. His knowledge about Karlshorst and
MfS activity is unique. He must also know about American illegal residenturas.
He is, however, not a convinced Communist. He has done everything because of
hatred for the Nazi Fascists, which the MGB understood how to exploit. He
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has apparently recognized this for a long time but it is now too late for
him. It is really regrettable that this poor Jewish orphan, whom the brown
"bloodhounds" kept and tortured in the concentration camp, has been raised
to be a criminal by the red "bloodhounds". This fact can be a psychological
key to FROSCH's confession. He has without question capital in the West
which stems from his various commercial activities covering his intelli-
gence work. If you will guarantee this man freedom, support, protection
and use of his capital, it is 80% certain that he will rapidly decide in
favor of truthful statements to you. He must, however, have convincing
assurances that everything which is promised to him will be fulfilled and
that these are not interrogation tricks. Maybe he will be happy to disappear
into the dark never to see his "friends" again. In the East he has no one
(also no family) on whom he would hang. I hope that you will carry out every-
thing with success and also securely for future UH work. The possibility
exists that FROSCH will also postpone his trip this time. According to state-
ments of my source he has lately become uncertain and suspicious. The grounds
for this are not known. In any case as soon as he undertakes the trip, I
will be able to give you the approximate time. To go back to the unmasking,
in case the hotel and hospital maneuver becomes impossible, the matter should
be carried out for security reasons with the appearance of an accidental

o discovery and this absolutely must be maintained for a long time both as
against FIROSCH personally and as against his principals.

I am irritated that because of a lack of means I cannot definitely
arrange the flow of information about the trip of FROSCH and his itinerary.
If this matter should become acute in the next few days, I will make use of
the American address. I hope, however, that I will receive the necessary
cable address in February. I will give you the following code statements.
According to the "beautiful" motto: Ku Klux Klan (I am not a member of this
organization). The code Ku means that the trip of FROSCH (in the telegram
FROSCHMANN) is being prepared but is not entirely certain. With that you
should begin the investigative preparations. (I want to save you an unneces-
sary standby situation). The code word Klux means it is certain that the
trip wil be. undertaken at the time indicated in the telegram - finish all
preparations and make everything ready for action. In the case of the code
Klan, FROSCH is already in the West (Austria) and I was unable beforehand to
- eiermine the time of the trip nor the itinerary. I hope that you will not
accuse me of deception as you did in the matter of the Swiss Major. A sample
telegram: "Our representative Herr FROSCHMANN will arrive at your firm
between 15 and 20 February to discuss delivery of the electronic apparatus
type Klux 2231. He will take care of the necessary letters of credit in
Prague". This means that FROSCH will travel to Vienna over Prague in the
indicated time. I will also send double telegrams in case one gets lost.

0'
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Dear Herr Director, in case this matter is carried out with full success
I hope that I can count on a special bonus. Thus I hope shortly at a meeting
with your European representative to be able to drink as a bonus a bottle of
good cognac - also to your health. You must admit that I am very modest in
respect to bonuses. I permit myself, however, to call to your attention that
I will forcibly be included in the ranks of singing angels if there is the
slightest negiligence on your part in. establishing and maintaining the proper
cover for this whole operation. As is generally known such a summons is con-
nected with a certain operation called "Being stood against the wall". Thus
the danger exists that your representative, through no fault of mine, will
miss the questionable but real pleasure of drinking cognac with me because
singing angels don't drink cognac. In consideration of such unfavorable
complications, I pennit myself again to ask you urgently to prepare and
carry out everything in the UH-2 matter properly, professionally, well-
prepared and well-disguised. As soon as I receive your support by a ship-
ment, I will prepare UH-1 which is much more important and more interesting
that UH-2. Don't let the possibilities of UH and also Soviet UHs be sense-
lessly spoiled.

In the attachment you will receive eight undeveloped Minox films -
exposure time 1/20th of a second. For security reasons I was not in a position
to receive the films personally nor to check whether they are correct arid
legible. I hope that they are good. In case they are not, I ask that you
put in the next "Lady Optimist" ad the code word Charmant which will mean
that the film was not legible and that the pictures must be repeated.
(Optimist code between 25 February and 1 March 1960.) Shortly after I receive
your shipment I will be in a position to, begin "Belgium" (trans: this means
source will be able to receive OWL). I will, however, for security reasons
check out the technical possibilities of a possible compromise here, namely
in the radio direction-finding coordination group in Warsaw, in which all
East specialists (including Chinese)sit. Because of the matter described
under "SIT", I am very handicapped in vorking on a number of problems of
interest to you, but this will follow later. At the moment there is an
oppressive atmosphere (Dicke Luft) here and maximum caution is in order.
For these reasons I have been obliged - only to the extent necessary - to
cut in my contact man whom I have thoroughly investigated so that he will
not do something stupid through incautious activity because of the lack of
clear communications. I request that you exploit my information very
cautiously, with the exception of DELTA (LIS) and Spinne, which naturally
have to be "doctored" when used.
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Additional re ALPHA: The Lt. Col. JAST RZEBSKI who is planned for
LAMBDA - up to now the chief of Section 2 of Department I - has a brothe

- in the U.S. who lives in Cleveland, Ohio and who emigrated there a sho '

c9 time ago from Canada and recently married a Polish girl with the maid
name PIS . He maintains private letter correspondence with Col J.-
(the name is the same). Perhaps one cannot make much out of this b one
does not know how this might be of use. This also proved to be th reason
why J., as the chief of Section 2, was not transferred to Alpha.

Pezmit.me, Mr. Director, to express my greatest respect. I am glad
to be at your service.

HECKENSCHUETZE
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NOTE FOR VIEWERS:

CHECK SUBSEQUENT YTs FOR CLARIFICATION OF INFORMATION

IN THEI EARLY YTs, SOME OF WHICH WAS DELIHERATELY

FALSIFIED BY SOURCE.

TRANSLATIOI OF CRYPTONDIS IS AS FOLLOWS:

ALFA Polish Intelligence effort against U.S.A.

BETA RIS/EGIS Residentura in East Berlin directed
by Michael LIBERMANN. Can also be LIBERMANN
himself. Used also to mean Berlin.

DELTA PIS effort in Vienna against U.S. targets, in
particular itold LISOWSKI, PIS agent in IAEA.

OMEGA PIS activity in and through Switzerland, including
mounting illegal agents through Switzerland.
OLEJNICZAK, MORACH.

AKTION Special operation against Western Intelligence
Services in the Federal Republic. Directed by RIS

HACKE Secret Nazi cadre organization penetrated by RIS

UNTERNEHMEN H Operations aimed at investigating and eliminating
members of Bloc IS during ops trips to the West

UH-1 Kazinierz ZYBURA

UH-2 Operation against LIBERMANN

UH-3 Operation ahainst Tadeusz KUROWSKI

FROSCH LIBERMANN
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